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Wake Up To The Sun
Limblifter

Great song by a great band!

Tuning: down 1/2 step = E flat standard

Song is in Key of G. But be careful with the Am and A chords!

Easy song to play, don t be intimated by the Gmaj7 chord it s just a chord to
walk up 
from Em to G

Chords

D     Am     Em    Gmaj7    G      A     Bm

-2-   -0-    -0-    ---    -3-    -0-    ---
-3-   -1-    -0-    -0-    -3-    -2-    -3-
-2-   -2-    -0-    -0-    -0-    -2-    -4-
---   -2-    -2-    -0-    -0-    -2-    -4-
---   ---    -2-    -0-    -2-    -0-    -2-
---   ---    -0-    -2-    -3-    ---    ---

Intro/chorus

D    Am    Em    Gmaj7 G

Wake up to the sun, to the sun
Wake up to the sun, to the sun

Em                 Gmaj7 - G   D   A
Do ya don t ya see emergency red
Em         Gmaj7 - G       D    A
As cynical as a tank captain
G        Em
Dirty we met in the shelter
Bm   A
We live in the shelter
G    A              G
We d all like to be clear
    A               G
But I don t want to leave
A              D      Am   Em  G
We lift off in asylum green



Chorus: D    Am    Em    Gmaj7 G

Wake up to the sun, to the sun
Wake up to the sun, to the sun

Em            Gmaj7  G          D  A
Ya maybe open to get held captive
Em           Gmaj7  G           D  A
Elevating a pattern drunk captain
G        Em                  Bm
Dirty we grow in the shelter
   A
We fight in the shelter
G   A            G
We all get to be clear
    A               G
And I don t want to leave
   A            D      Am    Em Gmaj7 G
We feel good in asylum green

Solo (didn t tab that out, shouldn t be too hard to figure out)

Chords during solo: D    G    D    A    Em Gmaj7 G

Chorus: D    Am    Em    Gmaj7 G

Wake up to the sun, to the sun
Wake up to the sun, to the sun
Wake up to the sun, to the sun

Relax, wake up
Relax
Relax

*The outro is simple but I find playing the song acoustically I just end on a D
chord 
when the times right.

Here is the tab for the outro riff

------------|
------------|
------------|
-5/7\5------|
-3/5\3-5----|
-------3----|


